
D
uring World War II, the

United States incarcerated

nearly a quarter of a mil-

lion German prisoners of war in

camps across the country. Each

prisoner had a unique experience

based on the location of the camp,

the type of employment assign ed,

and the possibility of recreation

and interaction with other prison-

ers and American citizens.1

Because the Ger man prisoners so

closely resembled the white

Americans they encountered and

because so many Americans were

of German descent, Americans

more easily related to them, espe-

cially when compared to the

African Ameri cans, Japanese

Ameri cans, Na tive Ameri cans,

and other outsiders in their com-

munities. This was especially true

in Carroll County, Maryland,

where prisoners and local citizens

worked with each other peaceful-

ly. 

Interactions between German

prisoners of war and the local citi-

zenry were often significantly dif-

ferent from other simi lar situations

across the Uni ted States involving

prisoners of war from countries

other than Germany. Despite their

status as enemy captives, in both

Carroll County and the United

States as a whole, German prison-

ers of war were often treated better

than some of the local citizenry,

likely due to their physical resem-

blance to the majority population

in the area where they were held

captive. 

Previous studies on German

prisoners of war in the United

States have approached the subject

from several perspectives. One

group of studies focuses on the

United States’ compliance with the

Geneva Accords, which outlined

proper guidelines for holding pris-

oners of war.2 In yet other studies,

historians have examined the

strong criticism of the entire pris-

oner labor program by the major

labor unions and argued that pres-

sure from unions influenced the

War Manpower Commission to

use prisoners almost exclusively

in the agricultural sector.3 Yet a

third group examines how

Americans interacted with the

prisoners, and a few have touched

briefly on the degree to which race

influenced the experience of the

prisoners The experience of

German prisoners of war in

Carroll County, Maryland, tends

to confirm the contention that race

and racial bias contributed to the

relatively benign treatment of
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German prisoners of war in

Maryland. 

When the United States

entered World War II in 1941, few

prisoner-of- war facilities existed.

Therefore, the United States dealt

with the enemy prisoners of war

who poured into the United States

during the North Africa campaign

in 1943 by filling former Civilian

Conservation Corps camps. Later,

other camps were constructed.

Camps were generally located in

rural, isolated areas in the

Southeast, Mid west, and South -

west, far from major industrial

centers important to the war effort.

By the end of the war, there were

155 base camps scattered across

the United States and over 500

branch camps. The branch camps

provided labor in areas of need,

most often seasonal work in pri-

vate and agricultural sectors.5

The branch camp located in

Westminster, Maryland, filled

most of the criteria and provided

seasonal labor on Carroll County

farms. Carroll County was a pre-

dominately rural area in the 1940s,

with a majority white population

of German descent.6 The camp

was created from the base camp at

Fort Meade when the Carroll

County Can ners Association peti-

tioned the Provost Marshall

General for seasonal labor in

1944. The camp was located on

Fenby Farm Road near the pres-

ent-day Wake field Valley Golf

Course, just outside of West -

minster, MD (See map, page zz).7

Ac cording to Jim Shriver, Carroll

County resident and son of the

then owner of the B. F. Shriver

com pany, the prisoners worked

mostly in the fields of his father’s

canning factory. Though the facto-

ry jobs inside the cannery were

usually filled by members of the

community, Jim Shriver remem-

bered having to find extra laborers

outside of Carroll County to work

in the fields. The hired laborers

were generally outsiders to the

community, including migrant

Latino workers and “daily hauls”

from Baltimore.8 Because of the

labor shortage during World War

II, the German prisoners filled the

role of the outsiders by providing

the much needed labor in the

Carroll County fields. 

First impressions of German

prisoners had a great impact on

how many Americans treated

them. After the attack on Pearl

Harbor, the United States War

Department instituted a pro -

paganda campaign to rally support

for the war. That, added to the

remnants of World War I propa-
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ganda against the Germans, creat-

ed an image of arrogant Nazi sol-

diers. Many Americans expected

German prisoners to look similar

to the large and brutish characteri-

zations in propaganda publica-

tions. However, when the captured

soldiers came into Ame rican ports,

many American citizens often

confused them with the US Army

personnel guarding them.9 The

fact that the German soldier

appeared similar to the majority of

Americans resonated more than

the knowledge that the prisoners

were a foreign enemy. Despite

efforts by the United States’ gov-

ernment to create an image of a

vicious and evil enemy, American

citizens, who were able to relate to

the familiar-looking German pris-

oners, reacted to German prisoners

with curiosity rather than revul-

sion.

As a nine-year-old boy in

Carroll County, Don Haines knew

the prisoners of war were coming,

and remembers lying awake at

night wondering what the

Germans would look like. He was

scared of the war and of the pris-

oners because he had seen the

adult males in his own life leave

for war to fight men from the very

same country as the prisoners who

were about to arrive. He remem-

bered his “hatred [for the

Germans] was growing daily.”10

Haines knew he had to see the

prisoners for himself, and went to

the fields to watch the German

prisoners as they worked. When

the Germans saw him, Haines

recalled them pointing at him and

saying, “der Kinder” [sic]. He rec-

ollects:

With that, one of the
Germans stood up, took off
his cap, turned toward me
and gave me a smile that
stayed with me for fifty-
five years. “Guten Tag,” he
said, still smiling. I didn’t
speak, but raised my hand
in greeting... I left the bean
field still hating all
Germans—except one. It’s
hard to hate a man who
smiles at you.11

Haines later told his mother

where he had been, and when she

asked what they looked like he

simply responded, “They look like

us.”12 It is clear that although his

hatred of German soldiers as a

whole was still intact, his percep-

tions of them as individuals had

changed. Another local man

described the Carroll County pris-

oners as “real top-notch German

soldiers—you didn’t see any that

weren’t smart-looking.”13

Jim Shriver’s younger sister,

Helen Riley, remembers the
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German prisoners working in her

father’s fields. Riley was thirteen

years old when they came to

Carroll County and described her-

self as being “apprehensive” about

the German soldiers. She did not

know what to expect of the prison-

ers, but remembered her first inter-

action as nothing special: “They

were just men. They weren’t

fierce, they were very friendly.”14

Her apprehension seemed to dis-

appear when she realized that that

the prisoners were not as fierce as

she had imagined. Riley noted that

after meeting the prisoners, she

was more curious than fearful of

them. 

Because she was a young

girl, Helen Riley was only able to

have limited contact with the Ger -

man prisoners, but her encounters

vividly portray the enemy German

soldiers as kind and helpful peo-

ple, not arrogant Nazi brutes.

Riley’s most vivid memory

involved German prisoners saving

her life. One day, while walking in

the pasture, Riley realized that

someone had left the gate open

and a horse had escaped. As she

chased after the horse, she stepped

on a beehive. The bees swarmed

around her. A few prisoners on

their lunch break under a tree

nearby saw her predicament, ran

to her, and hosed her with water to

drive the bees away. When she had

settled down, she realized that

another prisoner had run after the

horse and brought it back into the

pasture. For Riley, the German

prisoners saved her life and helped

her become a better horseback

rider. She commented, “The pris-

oners were fun as far as I was con-

cerned.”15

Jim Shriver, a teenager dur-

ing the war, recalled that the

German prisoners he oversaw

were all from Hitler’s Afri ka

Korps, captured in North Africa in

1942 and 1943 and described them

as “handsome young men.”16

Shriver does not recall his first

impression of the German prison-

ers and said he was too young to

worry about it. He does remember

not being afraid of the prisoners

because they were heavily guard-

ed by US Army personnel. He

remembers a prisoner helping him

count columns while he worked as

a weigh master, and, though he

spoke no German and could not

communicate verbally with the

prisoner, he recalled that “num-

bers are the same in every lan-

guage.”17 Shriver also worked for

his father during the war, and was

in charge of supervising a group of

ten prisoners in Union Mills,
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Maryland. Also working there

were many local Pennsylvania

Dutch farmers. Shriver recalls

hearing many prisoners and local

workers conversing with each

other. Jim Shriver also heard many

stories about the prisoners second-

or thirdhand. One story involved

prisoners putting out a fire for the

Smeltzer family that would have

destroyed the entire farm if not for

the prisoners’ help. Another story

describes a prisoner blowing into

the air in an attempt to ask the

guard which way the wind was

blowing. When the guard finally

understood the prisoner’s ques-

tion, the prisoner demonstrated

that he wanted to shuck the wheat

in the direction of the wind so that

the drying process would occur

more quickly, making for a better

harvest. If these stories are true, it

is a testament to the temperament

of the German prisoners and their

willingness to cooperate and inter-

act with the local com munity. Yet

even if the stories are only myth,

they provide further evidence of a

positive perception of the German

prisoners of war in Carroll County

and a welcoming attitude toward

the familiar- looking Germans. 

On a local level, Riley and

Shriver were able to have unique

experiences with the prisoners

because of their father’s company,

an opportunity which other citi-

zens of Carroll County did not

have. Most citizens relied on the

local newspapers in the area: the

Carroll County Times, the Demo -

cratic Advo cate, and the Baltimore

Sun. Despite their three-month

presence in 1944, the German

prisoners were not often openly

discussed in local newspapers.

Helen Riley noted, “A lot of peo-

ple didn’t know they were here...

they didn’t advertise it.”18 Indeed,

local newspapers seemed reluctant

to mention the presence of prison-

ers in the Carroll County area. In

June 1944, the local weekly

Democratic Advocate ran a small

blurb hinting at the prisoner of war

program that read: 

Half-Million Workers
Need ed by Canneries:
Wash ing ton—Food pro-
duction requirements in
1944 will necessitate
recruiting an army of
500,000 cannery workers
in 25 fruit and vegetable
processing states, Paul V.
McNutt, director of the
War Manpower Commis -
sion, said recently. Canned
food quotas are larger this
year than in 1943, McNutt
said.19

The Democratic Advocate

mentions an “army” and a desper-
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ate need for workers, but no men-

tion of where the workers would

come from. On a national scale,

employers were already forced to

hire African Americans and

women. Locally, Westminster had

used hired workers in the local

canneries prior to the war, a situa-

tion exacerbated by the war-relat-

ed labor shortage. One had to ask

where the necessary 500,000

laborers were going to come

from.20 Still, when the story

appeared in the Baltimore Sun on

June 24, 1944, the headline,

“German Prisoners of War Arouse

Interest In Carroll,” was not one

based on suspicion, but rather

curiosity. The article does outline

reservations and apprehensions

felt by the citizens of Carroll

County about the “aliens” who

might escape or sabotage the

farms or canneries. Any fears were

allayed, however, by noting that

the prisoners would be heavily

guarded and well supervised by

Capt. Dewey Taylor, that no sabo-

taging had occurred where the

prisoners had been working, and

that the prisoners had been

requested by the Carroll County

Canner’s Asso cia tion.21 Few other

discussions of the prisoners are to

be found. 

In national newspapers, a

similar trend reveals itself. At the

beginning of the war, many arti-

cles defended the use of the pris-

oners of war and assured readers

of their safety. At the same time,

articles presented a positive view

of the German prisoners of war,

calling them “youthful” and

“beautifully trained,” “resigned to

making the most of the situation,”

and “good workmen.”22 Farmers

for whom the German prisoners

worked called them “orderly and

courteous,” and were “unanimous

in their praise of the men.”23 Other

articles expressed distaste for

United States policy, but were still

sympathetic to the German prison-

ers. It saw the German people as

victims of Nazism, with their envi-

ronment having played the most

im portant role in their political

forma-tion.24 Another articles dis-

credited the notion that the Ger -

man nation, and German prisoners

was “paranoid, or bloodthirsty, or

militaristic, or aggressive....”25 It

argued that the German people

were capable of creating a healthy

democratic nation as long as the

victorious Allied Powers did not

ruin the peace process as they had

in 1918. The overall tone of these

articles defended the German pris-

oners and portrayed them in a pos-

itive light.26
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The acceptance of the

German soldiers found in personal

narratives and newspapers con-

trasts with the rampant prejudice

in the Unites States in the 1940s

against other outsiders. In many

cases, the same articles which

praised the German prisoners

expressed a “bitter opposition” to

the Italian prisoners of war.27 In

contrast to the German prisoners,

Italian prisoners of war were la-

beled arrogant fascists and

“Mussolini’s one-time super -

men.”28 The treatment was worse

for Japanese prisoners of war. Few

Japanese prisoners even made it to

the continental United States, and

the War Department eventually

barred them from working con-

tract labor, forcing them to work

entirely on military installations,

“keeping them from the public

eye.”29 Also, despite the findings

in the Munson Report which

affirmed the loyalty of Japanese

Americans, over 110,000 Japanese

Americans and Japa nese living in

the United States were interned by

the United States government

under the auspices of national

security.30

The German prisoners them-

selves noted how well they were

treated and their experiences

reflect a sene of identification

between German prisoners and the

large portion of the American pop-

ulation of German descent. Guen -

ther Oswald, a prisoner at Camp

Trini dad in Boston, recalled one

farmer who brought a few prison-

ers home to his grandmother to

sing to her in German. In return

for their cooperation, they re -

ceived food and cigarettes.31 Kurt

Gerhard Pechmann remembered

Ger man Americans visiting the

prisoners while they worked in the

fields and asking prisoners to care

for dogs while they vacationed.32

Not only did prisoners experience

preferential treatment from their

American captors, but they also

witnessed firsthand the prejudices

that existed in the United States. It

seems ironic that German prison-

ers, who had been raised in an

atmosphere of rampant anti-

Semitism were critical of and

often surprised by the racial ten-

sions in America. A prisoner in

Roswell, New Mexico remem-

bers:

…he [Gutierrez] was a
Mexi can.... He was a very
nice guy. When we went to
the barbershop, he stood in
the corner… and, as he was
‘colored,’ he had to wait
until all the Whites were
done…things like that
upset us very much..33
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The irony is obvious, but perhaps

the Ger mans hoped or believed

that Americans were more tolerant

than their own national leaders. 

German prisoners also no -

ticed that they were not expected

to do as much work as other man-

ual laborers. In Carroll County,

Shriver noted that the German

prisoners of war were expected to

pick about one hundred baskets

per day, while the daily hauls from

Baltimore and other hired labor

were expected to bring in two hun-

dred baskets.34 The same trend is

reflected nationally.35 In fact, the

only instance reported that hints at

racism involves a non-local guard.

Paul McGee, a local man, remem-

bers an Native American army

guard at the camp who “hated

those Germans like a black

snake.”36 The sentiment in Carroll

County generally, on the other

hand, was marked by a wary

acceptance of and, at times, a sym-

pathy for the German prisoners of

war. 

That some German prisoners

of war enjoyed their stay in the

United States is evidenced by the

number of men who wished to

remain here or return after the war.

According to a poll of the German

prisoners taken just before they

left for Germany, seventy-four

percent had a positive attitude

toward America.37 Helen Riley

and Jim Shriver both remember

their father’s receiving a letter,

addressed to “Jim the Canning

Man, Maryland,” from one of the

German prisoners who had

worked in his fields.38 This type of

interaction was widespread across

the United States was as former

German prisoners of war tried to

contact their American employers

for visa sponsorship. For the

German prisoners, staying in

America or returning to America

seemed to be the best option for

beginning their life after the war. 

It would appear that at least

in Carroll County Americans often

allowed their segregationist atti-

tudes to influence their attitude

toward certain prisoners of war.

Even as the governement interned

many American citizens, particu-

larly Japanese-Americans, many

white Americans looked kindly on

the German soldiers who looked

so much like themselves. While

some of the positive treatment can

be credited to the United States’

adherence to the Geneva Accords,

the intimacy of the relations can-

not. Time after time, on both the

local and national level, white

Americans pointed out that the

Germans “looked just like us.”
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When placed in context of the

racial tensions in the United States

at the time and the movements

which followed, the treatment of

the German prisoners becomes

more significant. The German

prisoners of war who worked in

Carroll County may have been

outsiders, but they were certainly

not perceived and treated as such

by those who interacted with

them. Though only present in

Carroll County for three months,

the German prisoners of war were

not perceived as strangers in the

community as the “daily hauls”

had been, but were rather treated

not unlike a normal member of the

local German American communi-

ty. 
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1 The differences in American camps

can be studied in the secondary

works on many of the individual

camps or camps in specific states.

Some important studies include:

Allen V. Koop, Stark Decency

(Hanover, NH: University Press of

New England, 1988); David Fiedler,

The Enemy Among Us (Columbia,

MO: Missouri Historical Society

Press, 2003); Betty Cowley, Stalag

Wisconsin (Middleton: Badger

Books, 2002); Michael Walters, Lone

Star Stalag (Bryan, TX: Texas A & M

University Press, 2006); and Robert

Billinger, Hitler’s Soldiers in the

Sunshine State (Gainseville, Fl:

University Press of Florida, 2000);

John Hammond Moore, The

Faustball Tunnel (Annapolis, MD:

US Naval Institute Press, 2006). 

2 In 1955, George Lewis and John

Mewha compiled the earliest studies

of the prisoner of war system in the

United States in which they argued

that prisoners were well treated in

accordance with the 1929 Geneva

Accords. They found that, “[a]ll pro-

visions protecting the health, safety,

and welfare of the prisoners [were]

closely followed.” (George G. Lewis

and John Mewha, History of

Prisoner of War Utilization by the

Unites States Army, 1776–1945

[Washington: Department of the

Army, 1955], 76–77). Other histori-

ans have argued that the United

States went well beyond mere com-

pliance with the Geneva Accords. In

1979, Arnold Krammer pointed out

that the United States went as far as

securing a variety of food to match

the prisoners’ national tastes.

German prisoners petitioned for and

eventually received pork, Bratwurst,

and fish soup, and Italian prisoners

were fed a steady diet of pasta. It is

also notable that the prisoners were

even allowed to petition at all, con-

sidering the POWs were already well

fed by the American government

(Arnold Krammer, Nazi Prisoners of

War in America [Lanham, MD:

Scarborough House Publishers,

1996], 48–49.) It is interesting to

note that I only came upon one study

in which the authors argued that the

United States failed to uphold the

articles of the Geneva Accords. This

study about prisoners working in the

Southern lumber industry argued that

the job was too dangerous, that the

lumber industry was too closely

related to the war industry, and that

the work occurred in an unsuitable

climate. The claims were investigat-

ed by the American government and

ruled not in violation of the Geneva

Accords. This, however, did not stop

the authors from viewing these com-

plaints as evidence of a grand failure

to honor the Accords in the lumber

industry. For the full article, see:

James Fickle and Donald Ellis,

“POW’s in the Piney Woods:

German Prisoners of War in the

Southern Lumber Industry,” The

Journal of Southern History 56

(1990): 695–724. 

3 Krammer discusses the issues raised

by various industries. For example,

the meat packing industry was afraid

of the loss of wages to union work-

ers, the railroad industry was afraid

of sabotage, and the forestry industry

raised concerns about the work being

too closely related to the war indus-

try. All industries raised concerns
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about how to pay the prisoners as to

not upset free laborers (Krammer,

94–106). Accord ing to Byron

Fairchild’s study of the United States

Army in World War II, complaints by

organized labor led to over fifty per-

cent of prisoners being directed to

work in the agricultural sector, not

because of an enormous shortage of

labor, but because that labor was not

unionized (Byron Fairchild and

Jonathan Grossman, The War

Department: The Army and

Industrial Manpower [Washington,

DC: Department of the Army, 1959],

193). 

4 One important study by Mathias

Reiss examines how the idea of mas-

culinity and the image of the ideal

male body influenced perceptions of

the prisoners. Reiss argues that

because Nazi prisoners looked so

much like youthful American sol-

diers, Americans eagerly accepted

them and were extremely curious

about them (Mathias Reiss, “Bronzed

Bodies Behind Barbed Wire.”

Journal of Military History 69

[2005], 476). He also discussed the

masculinity and sexual attractiveness

of these prisoners. Though relation-

ships between white women and

“others” were taboo in America at the

time, these interactions between

white women and white Germans

were seen as the result of the overly

flirtatious American women (Reiss

492–493). 

5 Krammer, 26–28. For a map of

where the prisoner of war camps

were located, see Krammer, 31. 

6 In 2000, 30% of Carroll County resi-

dents claimed German ancestry, 6%

Italian, and the majority of residents

claimed some European descent. The

most compelling data in this instance

would be county-wide  census fig-

ures from 1940, but that information

will not be available until 2012.

7 Gerald Fischman, “Housing German

POWs,” Pages of Carroll, insert to

the Carroll County Times, 16 July

1987, 109. Specifically, Fischman

states that the camp was located

“where Fenby Farm road crosses a

stream.” This was echoed by Jim

Shriver (Shriver, personal interview

with the author, 9 October 2008). 

8 Jim Shriver, personal interview with

the author, 9 October 2008. It is

never clear what the ethnicity of the

individuals in the “daily hauls” was,

but Shriver’s tone gave the impres-

sion of members of the lower classes

of society. My impression, based on

his tone and some outside research

leads me to believe the workers were

African American and other recent

immigrants to Baltimore, largely

Polish. 

9 According to Reiss, Americans were

surprised that the German prisoners

were not the representatives of a

superAryan race that they imagined

as their enemy. Rather, most

Americans saw a reflection of them-

selves in the prisoners, rather than

the stereotypical arrogant Nazi

(Reiss 48– 479). One army chaplain

remembers: One gets the impression,

after seeing thousands of these men,

that in general they are under sized....

Nor are they the “Aryans” of Hitler’s

picture gallery, blond-haired, blue-

eyed, rosy-cheeked, with the torso of

some Teutonic god. Some have blond
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hair, some black, some red; most

have varying shades of brown....”

(“PWs Nazis in US Prison Camps are

Arrogant and sturdy but far from

being supermen. By a US Army

Chaplain,” Life 16 [10 January

1944], 47). 

10 Don Haines, “The day the Germans

came and changed me forever,”

Carroll Senior Paper, June 2001, 4.

Haines admitted that, as a nine-year-

old, he bought into the United States’

propaganda and fully supported the

war effort. He collected stamps

because of the slogan, “lick a

stamp—slap a Jap.” It is not known if

nclear whether his idea of the prison-

ers was shaped by the war propagan-

da before he encountered them or if it

was just the result of the wild imagi-

nation of a nine-year-old boy. 

11 ibid. 

12 ibid. 

13 J. Edgar Jones, quoted in: Fishman,

“Housing German POWs.” 

14 Helen Riley, personal interview with

the author, 2 October 2008. 

15 Riley, who liked to ride horses,

remembers riding around her father’s

fields while the prisoners worked.

Although unable to speak to the pris-

oners because she knew no German,

Riley remembered that the prisoners

would try to help her improve her

horseback riding skills. When on

lunch break, they would demonstrate

different ways to hold the reins in

order to help her improve her grip

and control (Reilly, personal inter-

view, 2 October 2008). 

16 Shriver does recall with humor that

there was one prisoner who was very

ugly. This prisoner was severely

beaten and somewhat disfigured.

Later, Shriver discovered that this

prisoner had supposedly been the

sparring partner of famous German

boxer Max Schmeling, hence his dis-

figurement and beaten face. Shriver

also noted that the men were not

afraid of showing off their bodies. He

laughed as he described the prisoners

waiting to urinate until they reached

the end of the field facing the

Littlestown Pike. The prisoners

would then wave at passersby and

watch the traffic drive by as they
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